It’s a wrap! The Lloyd celebrates the season with a new exhibit, *The Gift of Wonder*. Tune into our latest podcast episode and an interview on WVXU to learn more about books for children with a scientific focus. We’ve also expanded access to digitized books on our website and catalog.

Lloyd Exhibition Featured on WVXU

Join WVXU's *Cincinnati Edition* host Michael Monks, Lloyd executive director Patricia Van Skaik, and author Mary Kay Carson for a discussion of our newest exhibit on children's books on nature. Highlights from the exhibit include one of the earliest children's books published and the Victorian beauty of the Golden Age of Children's Books. After listening, stop by and visit *The Gift of Wonder* exhibit in person.

Just out—the latest episode of the Lloyd's podcast *Between the Leaves*
expands the theme of our current exhibit in a conversation with author Mary Kay Carson. A writer of science and nature books for children, Carson talks about her writing journey and the past, present, and future of children’s books. Listen on Podbean or wherever you get your podcasts.

The Lloyd Library has been selected as a participating venue for next fall’s FotoFocus Biennial 2022: World Record. The Lloyd’s exhibition, Visions of Nature across Time and Place, will include a special focus on the historical photography of library co-founder Curtis Gates Lloyd (pictured in Venice around 1900). The nature photography of TJ Vissing and Rick Conner will bring a modern perspective to the exhibition. This marks the Lloyd Library’s fifth year as a participating venue in FotoFocus. Special thanks to FotoFocus for assistance through a FotoFocus Biennial Grant.

All of us at the Lloyd Library wish you a warm and happy holiday season.

For the Lloyd's latest COVID-19 visitor policies, click here.
The Lloyd Library will be closed on December 24, 27 and 31